Abstract-Re-simulating a 3D fluid result from video while retaining and rendering details is significant in practice, which still remains a difficult task in spite of rapid advancements in this field during the last two decades. Physically driven models can be easily extended to handle fluid, yet they are unable to preserve surface details like breaking waves without the expense of increasing particle densities. This paper proposes a hybrid particle Lattice Boltzmann Model for Shallow Waters (LBMSW) coupling method to simulate fluid with finer details real-time from video. To preserve re-simulation surface details, we couple the detail particles with the distribution function of the LBMSW model. To improve the time performance, we use only surface to re-simulate. Experiments show that the proposed approach can obtain a realistic re-simulation products from video example in several challenging scenarios and we provide qualitative evaluation to the method.
INTRODUCTION
Fluid simulation has been widely used in fields of computer games, film special effects, military simulation and natural disasters defense. Although fluid simulation have made great progress recently, a realistic fluid simulations result in real time still remains a challenge in the relevant research areas.
The realistic detail plays a significant role in fluid simulation. In the previous studies, people introduce various methods to perform the simulation details. Wang et al. [1] propose a hybrid particle-grid coupling method to simulate fluid with finer details, which enhances the details with SPH particles. Thürey et al. [2] apply a multi-scale velocity scheme to preserve the fluid detail. How to re-simulate fluid real-time while keeping the details is popular recently. James et al. [3] couple fluid simulation into flow tracking, and provide a global prior to increase the tracking accuracy and temporal coherence to ensure the realistic re-simulation. To improve practicability, Quan et al. [4] use calculated physical properties to recover physically driven model to customize a desired naturalistic fluid re-simulation result. This paper applies the recovered physically driven model to re-simulate the fluid from the video.
The more desired result is, the more accurate the substantial information should be. To re-simulate longer artistic result in low level hardware, it is necessary to calculate the substantial information including the surface geometry and physical velocity. The traditional optical flow methods [5] [6] use intensity constraint to compute the velocity while Li et al. [7] employ the shallow water to constrain to get physical-based velocity. For the water velocity, Quan et al. [4] propose a novel scheme to recover the 2D velocity in multi-scale frame work and get more accurate velocity field. Based on the work [4] , we introduce the shallow water equation (SWE) in each-scale to refine the velocity, meanwhile get more accurate surface geometry. As the assumption of SWE is same with the physically driven model LBMSW, the calculated velocity is more effective for LBMSW re-simulation.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW Our system inputs a single video of fluid scene and outputs realistic fluid 3D re-simulation. Figure 1 shows the pipeline of our 3D realistic re-simulation algorithm. The detail is as follows: after acquiring geometry from SFS [8] , the velocity is calculated from dynamic behavior constrained by SWE, particle density and distribution function in LBMSW model are computed under the constraint of the surface geometry and the velocity. The contrast of density is enhanced to make up its decaying in the auto-advection. In the re-simulation module, LBMSW driven model is coupled with detail particles to retain the realistic details of re-simulation. The hash map is established between the heights of particle and colors to acquire realistic fluid appearance. 
III. PHYSICALLY-BASED REALISTIC RE-SIMULATION
We apply adaptive density contrast enhancement algorithm to make up the density decaying in LBMSW model advection and introduce detail particles coupling with LBMSW to retain realistic details.
A. Velocity Calculation in Multi-scale Framework
The main idea of velocity calculation is that acquire the preliminary results from work [4] in each scale, and further refine the results using the constraint of physical principle International Conference on Artificial Intelligence: Technologies and Applications (ICAITA 2016) which we introduce the SWE. The assumption of SWE is same with the physically driven model LBMSW, thus, the velocity constrained by SWE is effective for the re-simulation when render details automatically. Inspired by [5] , we obtain the following energy function:
where  is the Lagrange multiplier and is set 8.0 across all tests to control the combination weights. In this paper we use
h x y is height field of fluid surface particle from [4] . We set the time t 1.0 across all tests. The experiment demonstrates that the final result describes the complex water dynamics.
B. Physically Driven Mode LBMSW
Our fluid solver is LBMSW, in which the shallow water assumption is combined with D2Q9 based LBM model to deal with the 3D particle simulation. Under the constraint of shallow water model [11] , the height value h can be computed as: h   . Compared with other physical models, LBMSW can simulate in lower complexity and the boundary treatment can be easily realized. We take advantage of this model in this work. The Bhatnager-Gross-Krook model with singlerelaxation can be formulated as:
where i e is the discrete particle velocity in the direction i , [10] can be formulated as:
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In each discrete spatial cell, the density  and velocity u can be computed as:
C. Density Enhancement
We initialize the LBMSW model using first frame velocity and let it evolution automatically, we find that energy and particle densities of 3D fluid scene are redistributed and decayed. Then we propose an adaptive density contrast enhancement algorithm to preserve the details. 
After density enhancement, distribution functions are automatically enhanced in next advection period. In our study, we use the spatial mean smooth filter of 7 7  and set e C 2.8 in the re-simulation, more satisfied results are obtained.
D. Detail Particles
To achieve re-simulation with rich details, we introduce detail particles to couple with LBMSW. Due to the detail particles are massless, this can keep mass conservative to whole 3D fluid scene. Certain features of geometry variation on fluid surface provide the cues to detect the details position. The detect position is necessary to satisfy the following two conditions [4] The previous two conditions are necessary in detail positions detection. The former one is to detect the front in the wave with moving fast, and the later ensures that it is steep enough to generate the breaking or splash. The positions of detail particles are located within the cuboids centered by the detected position. The size of the cuboids can be calculated from particle interval, and the positions of the detail particles are disturbed from the detected position on grid. The number of the thrown particles N at a certain detected position is calculated from the height difference p h :
where r is the particle radium obtained from half of particle interval in LBMSW. p f l h h h   , where f h is the surface geometry from SFS and l h is advection of LBMSW.
The velocities v of detail particles can be calculated from the advection height h and advection velocity u in LBMSW.
E. Coupling between LBMSW and Detail Particles
The detail particles and LBMSW model couple each other in re-simulation. The coupling framework is shown in Figure 2 
F. Texture Mapping
To obtain realistic appearance consistency, hash maps between gray and color are established. Firstly, we normalize the particles height of the example frame to gray scale range [0, 255] 
Here R , G and B are the three components of the color respectively. Thus the hash mapping T from gray value to color can be established.
In order to map color to particle, gray value q g of the particle can be calculated by (14), and then color result can be obtained from hash mapT further. In the mapping procedure, seek failure and items conflict can be occurred. If gray value q g of the particle does not exist in T , and there exists height
the color related to L g to the particle, otherwise map the H g . If there are several colors corresponding to gray value q g in T , select anyone of them to map the particle.
IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
Results and quantitative evaluations of the realistic resimulation performance are provided here. All results are based on real captured data from Dyntex Dataset available to public [13] . We implement the algorithm in C++, all fluid videos used in this study have unity resolution of 352 by 288. Our hardware platform is PC with Intel (R) Pentium (R) 2.67GHz CPU, 4 GB memory. The re-simulation results are rendered with OpenGL library.
A. Velocity Results and Performance
We employ the SWE to constrain the calculation velocity. Figure 3 visually compares the velocity results from different methods. We use munsell color system to present the velocity. In each group, the lower is input video frame, the middle is the velocity result from [6] while the upper from our approach. From figure 3 , we can see that the detail of the fluid is available from the last result.
To evaluate the velocity quality from different methods, errors of advection surface geometry are computed. The LBMSW model is initialized with the velocities from different methods separately, and then we calculate the average error as:
Here n is the total number of particles, i h is advection height of particle p and i z is surface geometry.
The average errors of the 4th frame from different methods are listed in Table 1 . It can be easily seen that almost the statistic average errors from our method are relatively small, which shows that the velocities calculated from our method seem more satisfactory. Figure 4 shows the enhanced re-simulation results of different types of fluid, in each group the up one is the source frame from video, and bottom is the realistic enhanced resimulation result using our approach. It can be easily seen that the details can be retained in the hybrid particle LBMSW realistic re-simulation.
B. Re-simulation Results

FIGURE IV. ENHANCED RE-SIMULATION RESULTS
V. CONCLUSION
We introduce a key technique for re-simulating 3D fluid real-time based on physical driven model. It combines constraints of appearance, dynamic behavior and physical principle of the example water to optimize velocity of the first frame. Further, density and distribution functions of the LBMSW can be acquired. In order to obtain a realistic derivative product, adaptive algorithm of density contrast enhancement makes up the density decaying in LBM advection. Particles and LBMSW are combined into a two-way coupling re-simulating system to retain realistic details. Our approach has the following advantages:
 Calculation of velocity which is constrained by the physical principle.  An efficient density enhancement solution to the faded details, which makes sure the realistic re-simulation.  A physically-based density enhancement to ensure the detail preservation.
There are limitations to overcome and it is necessary to extend study to improve this work. There are many applications for this approach. This study primarily focuses on re-simulation with complex fluid dynamic. How to learn about the variation of the physical properties through machine learning and further control the physical driven model is more important to be considered in the future work.
